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shoji
8

a translucent folding screen that typically acts as a room divider to provide 

privacy and diffuse light throughout the room. A shoji screen typically consists 

of a wood frame that is filled in with paper, wicker, or cloth.

hearth
10

a fireplace for cooking and heating the home

stag
36

a male deer with antlers (branched horns)

CHILDREN PLAY

Pages: 16-17
Lines: 1-62

Wha ri potis  den e 
ced  te ni s dito? Wha 
ar u ni de ot se?

Wha  t ip f en hir n a t 
opg o  l? Wat d  on /mo   
se?

How   fir ren  Yoh? Wt 
imso s at? H is s at?

Wha  w en o Yho d 
Tsu’ lis?

Wha g te hr’ ga na? 
Knon er Sk / Snol Fh / Bir  t Ca / Sta, g,  May s.
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CHILDREN PLAY

Play any children’s game that any of you 
remember, especially 
if it involves singing. 
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If o ve  ta n op, 

dis her r e n 

sul ffen ec ru’ 

por of Y

Yo cu d  irr o 

ec ru. O yo ud 

dis h icg ar 

be or  or 

exri, w ev 

sun nir te 

apc. 

As a co, w 
wo yu t  

big  i t se, 
an w ud  o 

ta?

Explore how you might stage this opening scene, 
which gives us real insight into Yohyo’s character 
and his relationship with the children and with Tsu. 
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or so (you need enough children to create an impact, but 
you can be creative with this if you have a smaller class)
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CHILDREN PLAY

[Sno l od. I he 

mil  i n al, 

sor ha, p

on  id. Bid   

exs o p e vig 

s. 

…

The e h w os. Oe (to  rt) i l off b sōi.
In e cr o h er, vil o h uce,   su opheh. YOŌ is t ep be it.]

Draw a sketch with your 

initial idea in terms of how 

you might make it all work 

on stage. 

Create a moodboard for the set design 
for Twilight Crane.
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CHILDREN PLAY

Mak es  
us vola y ih 

ne r elg ot 

den. 

[Top5] Famous Traditional Japanese Clothes

What might your approach to costume 
design be for the play?
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vCRjSLNHr44
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vCRjSLNHr44
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Wha p do  
wa y oss 

to ? How l u 
do s?
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We d  ko w t wi f on,  u n o b pa f 
anh. Ls er, y a qin  al he pes, ote 
con mo h o set,   wi pte l d o 
quon. 

CHILDREN PLAY

Section B of the exam will be on Extract 2 (Twilight Crane). 
  You will need to answer two questions:

A 10 mark question (no choice) 
on directing, design or 
performing. 

A 15 mark question from a choice 
of 2 questions on directing, 
design or performing. 

We jump straight into 

here in this pack!
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MO:
The ser  el of  
perce, n et y 
te s, en  lit. 
(CI)

The lge  is al fiin  l i. It’ ar 
to r eyn o w to  n 20 it, o 
be  ma  ew l on bo ur  
id o ce t od, n ec mes  h 
te t mt e fu  lutn ho es. 

Read the passage from line 1, [‘Snow all around.’] to line 61 [‘Laughing, 
she allows herself to be pulled off.’] As a director, how would you create 
the mood of this scene? You may use elements of performance and design 
in your response. [10]

In the sample answers they have an answer as short as 260 
words that gets 9/10. But they have longer answers of about 
400 words too. Depends how efficiently you write. They give 
you a page in the exam booklet (about 25 lines) as guidance. 

10 marks = 20 mins

CHILDREN PLAY
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Read the passage from line 1, [‘Snow all 
around.’] to line 61 [‘Laughing, she allows 
herself to be pulled off.’] As a director, 
how would you create the mood of this 
scene? You may use elements of 
performance and design in your 
response. [10]

● Mood: romantic, idyllic, cheerful
● Lighting: deep red evening sky on cyc; 

warmth on actors
● Warmth of the fire / flickering: cosy
● Sound of children singing: voices - sweet
● Relationship between Yohyo and children: 

tender, loving, playful. Lots of laughter.
● Relationship between Tsu and Yohyo: loving, 

caring, tender.

CHILDREN 
PLAY

What is being asked? Analyse the question. 
HOW to create MOOD using 
PERFORMANCE & DESIGN.

First establish mood, then say how. 
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Read the passage from line 1, [‘Snow all around.’] to line 61 
[‘Laughing, she allows herself to be pulled off.’] As a director, 
how would you create the mood of this scene? You may use 
elements of performance and design in your response. [10]

This scene establishes the gentle, loving, playful character of Yohyo and his tender relationship 
with his wife. The pastoral setting and the joy of the children playing makes me want to work 
towards enhancing a mood of peaceful tranquility and joy. It is idyllic and romantic. One of the ways 
I would do this is working with the designers to create a beautiful but simple pastoral setting so that 
the snow everywhere creates a lovely soft canvas, suggesting purity and innocence. I would 
contrast this with the deep red sky on a cyclorama and experiment with quite warm, amber lighting 
on the actors, even though we might associate stark white and blue with winter. I want to idealise it 
a little bit and this is a magical story so there’s room for creative interpretation. I would also add to 
the warmth and create a focus point with the flickering fire inside the house, making the simplicity 
of the shack seem cosy and comfortable for Yohyo and Tsu. 

The sound of children singing as the opening lines has wonderful potential, so I would really work 
on the beauty of this song and the sweetness of their voices. This can be very moving as children’s 
songs almost always pull at our heartstrings, reminding us of their innocence and joy.

CHILDREN 
PLAY
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Read the passage from line 1, [‘Snow all around.’] to line 61 
[‘Laughing, she allows herself to be pulled off.’] As a director, how 
would you create the mood of this scene? You may use elements of 
performance and design in your response. [10]

CHILDREN 
PLAY

I would work with the children to be very playful and interactive with Yohyo, showing that they have 
a wonderful relationship: that he is their friend, that they trust and love him. I would get them to be 
quite affectionate with him, pulling him in different directions as they suggest the games, jumping on 
his back, and laughing a lot to show their ease with him. This would all add to the romantic idealism 
of the mood. 

I would also want to emphasise the tenderness between Yohyo and Tsu: Yohyo’s line about the cold 
soup must not be lost as we immediately see how much he cares for her. In their dialogue, I would 
have them be affectionate with one another, coming close together to show their intimacy, touching 
each other. Maybe Tsu would brush a strand of hair from Yohyo’s face as she thanks him for moving 
the soup to the fire. We would also see their playfulness together as he drags her outside to join in 
the fun with the children. The final sounds of the section are Tsu laughing and the children singing, 
so this would create beautiful warmth and joy to mark the end of this mood as we shift into a new, 
darker mood with the dubious pair of Sodo and Unzu, making their sinister plans. 

[438 words in 20 minutes: 5 planning; 13 writing; 2 checking.]
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Read the passage from line 1, [‘Snow all 
around.’] to line 61 [‘Laughing, she allows 
herself to be pulled off.’] As a director, 
how would you create the mood of this 
scene? You may use elements of 
performance and design in your 
response. [10]

● Plan your ideas here…

CHILDREN 
PLAY

What is being asked? Analyse the question. 
HOW to create MOOD using 
PERFORMANCE & DESIGN.
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Read the passage from line 1, [‘Snow all around.’] to line 61 
[‘Laughing, she allows herself to be pulled off.’] As a director, how 
would you create the mood of this scene? You may use elements 
of performance and design in your response. [10]

CHILDREN 
PLAY

Write here…
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Read the passage from line 1, [‘Snow all around.’] to line 61 
[‘Laughing, she allows herself to be pulled off.’] As a director, how 
would you create the mood of this scene? You may use elements 
of performance and design in your response. [10]

CHILDREN 
PLAY

Write here…
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Read the passage from line 1, [‘Snow all around.’] to line 61 
[‘Laughing, she allows herself to be pulled off.’] As a director, 
how would you create the mood of this scene? You may use 
elements of performance and design in your response. [10]

9-10
Offers insight into the passage and provides a detailed and perceptive 
discussion of how to direct it to create an appropriate mood. 

7-8
Offers some insight into the passage and provides a range of practical ideas of 
how to direct it to create an appropriate mood.

5-6
Offers understanding of the passage and provides some specific examples of 
how to direct it to create an appropriate mood.

3-4
Offers some understanding of the passage and provides a simple suggestion of 
how to direct it.

1-2
Offers basic understanding of the passage and a general comment on how to 
direct it.

0 No creditable response.

CHILDREN 
PLAY
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